block management

INTRODUCING
HAWK
Hawk Block Management is a
WME8
—
Broadway Market

leading property management
company operating in London,
with over 20 years combined
experience as managing agents.
We pride ourselves on our worldclass communication skills and
simplified, proactive approach to
customer service.

SIMPLIFIED, PROACTIVE
PROPERT Y MANAGEMENT

FOCUSED ON THE CUSTOMER

WE ARE FULLY
ACCOUNTABLE
We are confident in our
decision making and take full

OUR USP

responsibility for the smooth
running of our developments.

Specialists in onboarding
new build schemes and
supporting developers from
design. Experts in a smooth
handover from existing

Textile Building
—
Hackney

managing agents.

Eagle Wharf Road
—
Hoxton

Jonathan Doe

CORBRIDGE CRESCENT
—
CAMBRIDGE HE ATH

OPEN
HONEST
EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
Customers do not have time for property
management jargon, that’s why we keep
things simple.
We use straightforward communications
and the best technology to keep our
customers in the know.

BAGEL FACTORY
—
HACKNEY WICK

OUR SERVICES
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COMPLIANCE AND RISK

MAJOR WORKS

MANAGEMENT

REPAIRS AND

SERVICE CHARGE

MAINTENANCE

MANAGEMENT

—

—
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We work with a third-party consultant
to ensure that all legislative
requirements are met, and any risks
are managed in order to provide a safe
environment for anyone living in, or
visiting a building managed by Hawk.

A major works project can be lengthy,
disruptive and expensive, that’s why
Every Hawk building has a 10 year
maintenance programme in place
to allow for collection of funds over
a phased period. Our customers
are consulted in accordance with
legislation and we work with third
party surveyors to ensure the smooth
running of projects.

We work with exceptional
independent contractors to conduct
any repairs and maintenance
associated with the communal
elements of the building.

A dedicated property manager and
service charge accountant work
together to produce annual estimated
costs (budget), process expenditure
throughout the year (invoices relating
to any services provided to the block)
and produce year end accounts
to reflect actual expenditure, all in
accordance with the terms of the lease.

SITE VISITS

COMPREHENSIVE

CREDIT

GROUND RENT

REPORTING

CONTROL

COLLECTION
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Site visits are an essential aspect of
the proactive management of our
buildings, therefore we tailor the
frequency of visits in agreement with
client requirements.

Financial reporting is available at an
agreed frequency for clients, allowing
for complete transparency of the
financial status of any building.

We have a robust credit control
process in place, managed by a
dedicated credit controller.

For an agreed annual fee, we will
arrange for ground rents to be raised
and charged in accordance with
individual leases. The funds will be
collected and passed to our clients
on an agreed frequency. Subject to
current legislation our credit control
procedure will be used to ensure that
the rents are paid in a timely manner.

TESTIMONIALS
"Following a decision to get Hawk Block Management involved
as early as the design phase of our new development we were
very pleased with their performance. Their advice on the design
demonstrated excellent knowledge and experience of managing
a development and this ultimately resulted in financial savings.
Their input from such an early stage also helped us to set our
expectations and ensured their intimate understanding of the
building. This in turned translated into a very smooth handover
at practical completion to them as managing agent. Since
handover they have provided an extremely efficient handover
pack and assisted in closing out defects, as well as making
continued efforts to communicate well . All in all we would
highly recommend their expertise, and from the earliest point in
the build as possible.
Paul Magee, Head of Development - Aitch Group

"A s a leaseholder it’s been a pleasure dealing with Musajee
the Block Manager (and the team!). You are always really
responsive to my queries and I get comprehensive and
timely answers. You've been relentless in following up
on longstanding issues the previous block management
company just couldn't seem to get resolved - when I moved
in I realised there was no communal recycling facilities – it
took a year to get the bins from a very inefficient council, but
you chased and chased to get a resolution.
I 'd also say you've worked hard to ensure we get value from
contractors, for example taking on board my feedback re:
communal cleaning and passing it onto the contractor; we've
a much more pleasant communal environment as a result.
 verall you are proactive and professional, but also friendly
O
and personable.
Leaseholder of Apartment 10, Caesar Court

"I can highly recommend Hawk as a managing agent, it is a
position they hold for the apartment I live in at The Textile
Building. They are a pleasure to work with and well suited
to the challenges that have arisen in our residential block of
apartments and recently, particularly in connection with the
ESW1 form and related fire cladding issues.

Hawk are a pleasure
to work with and
well suited to the
challenges that
have arisen

 ur situation at The Textile has been
O
quite complex since Grenfell and the
new government regulations placed
restrictions on the building regarding
cladding and ESW1 forms. With over
eighty residents in our building unable
to either re-mortgage or sell properties
we have all been caught in this scandal.

I was one of the first residents to become aware of this issue
in December 2019 and since that date Hawk Management,
and in particular Paul have been supportive, forward thinking
and efficient in dealing with the issues that have arisen as a
consequence. Hawk Management have researched and kept
us informed regularly on all matters pertaining to finding a
solution to the devastating problems we all face as leaseholders
regarding the national cladding scandal.
 hanks to Hawks efficiency, research and regular
T
communications with residents through emails, letters and
google meetings, we are currently resolving the complex issues
surrounding the cladding issue. Their foresight and hard work
means that we are ahead of the national curve with works
scheduled imminently releasing precious ESW1 forms allowing
residents to once again sell, and remortgage their properties.
This is no small feat with more than eighty leaseholders to
co-ordinate in the Textile Building.
I can highly recommend Hawk for any similar opportunity that
you may have available for them. As a company they are well
suited to the challenges managing a complex building issues
where multiple residents needs are to be respected, understood
and financial matters agreed.
Leaseholder of Apartment 75, The Textile Building

FIND OUT MORE
Get in touch today to find out more
about Hawk Block Management.
rwilson@hawkbm.com
020 3758 9713

block management
hawkbm.com

